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Wednesday, November 23, 2022

Grand Island PennySaver
Due to the Thanksgiving Holiday
we will not have a Historical Photo
Contest this week. The contest will
resume the week of November 30th.
Thank you and have a Happy
Thanksgiving, from all of us at NFP!

"WE AREN'T DONE YET"
Thank you very much for your continued support. Giving the
DeGlopper Expansion Committee the space in the latest Island
Wide Dispatch to help get the message out that "we aren't done yet"
is very much appreciated. The article covered all the main ideas
that needed to be expressed to curb the community's questions
regarding the ongoing fundraising efforts.
We are hopeful that the community continues to step up in their
support for the Phase II of this project.
Sincerely,
Elsie Martino

Secretary
DeGlopper Memorial Expansion Committee

Niagara Frontier Publications
Proud Publishers of:
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HOUSEWARES

BROOKSTONE BATH TOWEL
WARMER - Like New. Regularly
$125. Only $30. 716-694-6520.
GEORGE FOREMAN GRILL - Used
less than 10x. With never used rotisserie. $15/Lot. 716-754-2459.

11/2022

Pets for sale, lost & found pets, pet
supplies, pet services, local pet or
animal news, and more...NFP Pet Place is
the “place” to find all things “pets.”

ART DECO LARGE FROSTED
GLASS CALLA LILY - Light/lampshades. $75 for all 6. Pictures available. 716-773-6331.
6 ART DECO STYLED GLASS LUNCHEON PLATES - With matching
cups. $25. Pictures available. 716773-6331.

Let NFP’s
Local Papers
work for you!

716-773-7676
PET ITEMS UNDER $100

SPCA
PET OF THE WEEK

DOG HOUSE - $20. 716-9901211.
CAT TREE - 3 tier. $15. Can text
pictures. 716-949-0331.
PET STROLLER - $25. 716-7542459.

NEW BAR SET - . $5. 716-773-8949.

HUNTING EQUIPMENT

LARGE DOG BED - Like new.
Good Quality. $50. 716-990-1211

DEER CART - Cabelas deluxe
model. New. $75. 716-283-5098.

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
TENS UNIT MEDICAL ELECTRONIC DEVICE - Brand New.
Purchased for over $150. Selling
for $75. 716-745-2830.

Looking for
renters or buyers?
Real Estate listings
WANTED:

If you find a lost
cat or dog, you
can place an ad for

FREE

Just give us a call:

716-773-7676

Call 716-773-7676

CROSSWORD
SOLUTION TO THIS
WEEK'S PUZZLE

SUDOKU SOLUTION
TO THIS
WEEK'S PUZZLE

WORD SEARCH
SOLUTION TO THIS
WEEK'S PUZZLE

Help a lost
animal
find its way
home.

Meet Draco!
Draco is a 2-year-old Pit Bull
Terrier mix and he is FULL of
love! All this happy, wiggly boy
wants is cuddles, pets, and attention! He has a lot of energy
too, and loves to play! In fact,
Draco is very dog-friendly, and
participates in our doggy playgroup with some of our other
dog-friendly shelter pups.
This means that it is very likely
that Draco would be great in a
home with another dog, they
would just have to officially
meet in a meet and greet here
at the SPCA first, just to make
sure they are a good match! He
also has the potential to be in a
home with cats. Draco is such a
sweet boy, and he is good with
kids too. We hope that soon,
someone will come and give
this hunk of love the perfect
furever home that he deserves!
2100
LOCKPORT RD.
NIAGARA FALLS
716-731-4368

MARIO’S EMERGENCY PET FOOD – Offering kibble for those
struggling to help feed pets. 716-465-3654. mariospetfood@
roadrunner.com.
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